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Happy Holidays!

Highlight of the Month

It’s hard to believe, but
we have already reached
the end of the first part
of the 2016-2017 IFC-MI
Capital Markets Program.
Meanwhile, applications
for the Class of 2017Carole Biau
2018 are open until
Program Director
February!
This has been a very successful
first semester. We have enjoyed four
substantive courses taught by stellar
faculty, as well as a dynamic weekly
IFC-MI Speaker Series with over 16
different companies involved. In addition,
monthly MI Innovative Finance Webinars
and proprietary IFC case-studies have
exposed the IFC-MI Fellows to many
downstream applications of how financial
markets can be effectively managed so as
to further development outcomes.

Course Completion Reception and Teamwork at the IFC

When they return from the holidays,
the Fellows will be undertaking work
placements in different parts of the U.S.
(New York City and Washington, D.C.,
Connecticut, San Francisco and Chicago).
So, if you have not yet met them, there
are still opportunities to do so! We will
continue to bring everyone together
regularly, whether it be in-person or
through webinars, so as to keep learning
from each other during these exciting next
months.

Over the past month IFC organized two notable events for the
IFC-MI Fellows. The first of these was a case study exercise
designed and delivered by IFC to help participants develop
critical thinking in the context of data analytics through the
example of an important asset portfolio product—the Risk
Sharing Facility. The participants worked in teams guided
by IFC facilitators on a data exercise where they discussed
changes in outcomes to changes in model parameters, thereby
understanding the dynamic nature of quantitative models.

Together with a member of IFC Treasury, the Fellows analyze
different scenarios of their asset portfolio case study

On December 16, IFC hosted a closing lunch to mark the end
of the first part of the program — academic training —where the
Fellows were joined by the principals from all three organizations
to celebrate their achievements thus far. The afternoon ended
on a high note when the Fellows shared their visions for their
careers through contributing to capital-market development in
their home countries. The Fellows are currently on a short break
following which they will begin the second part of the program in
January 2017— internship training.

As the IFC-MI Fellows take these four
months’ worth of knowledge with them into
2017, my colleagues at the IFC and The
George Washington University join me in
wishing them all the best. Congratulations
again for your successful completion of
this rigorous and productive academic
training!

About Us

The IFC-Milken Institute Capital Markets Program at The George Washington University was created exclusively for
mid-career professionals with a passion for local capital-market development in emerging economies. Drawing on
decades of knowledge and experience from scholars, policymakers and market practitioners, the program includes
four months of coursework at GW in the fall, and four months of work placement in leading U.S. public and private
institutions in the spring. This is supplemented by unique hands-on learning resources— including the IFC’s
proprietary case studies and the IFC-MI Speaker Series—which are customized for policymaking in emerging-market
contexts. By actively participating in the program and staying connected to its alumni network once they have returned
home, the IFC-MI Fellows are planting the seeds for robust capital markets and a healthy business environment in the
youngest and fastest-growing parts of the world.

Sitting in on the IFC-MI Speaker Series
Every week, the Fellows participate in a variety of learning experiences designed by the IFC and the Milken
Institute to supplement their core courses and expose them to practitioner insights.

A Global View on Pension Trends & Challenges

November 16, 2016
Fiona Stewart joined the IFC-MI Fellows from the
World Bank Group, to address global pension
trends and challenges in developing and
emerging-market contexts. With examples from a
range of African countries, Stewart explored how
pension fund investment could be better
stimulated, including in weak and thinlyregulated markets. She explored on-going
challenges for these funds and other institutional
investors looking for long-term investment
opportunities. After investigating questions of
coverage, sustainability/adequacy and efficient
use of pension fund assets, Stewart then
discussed applications of institutional investment
to developing countries’ infrastructure sectors—
notably the challenge of building infrastructure
into an asset class for which pension funds have
genuine appetite.

Toward a More Prosperous Future

November 30, 2016
Mike Milken, chairman of the Milken Institute,
engaged the Fellows and a broader audience of
program partners for an interactive, multimedia
session focused on how to build global prosperity.
Applying the lessons he learned throughout his
legendary finance and philanthropic careers, Milken guided the Fellows through historic examples of
how widened access to capital has expanded
opportunity and created jobs. He covered a variety
of financial innovations and how they make
markets more efficient, and looked at how financial
policy decisions have led to different outcomes
among nations. Finally, given that the majority
of the IFC-Milken Institute Fellows come from
Sub-Saharan Africa, Milken focused on the crucial
importance of demographics in shaping history,
concluding that now is the time to focus on Africa’s
future.

Finnovation and Digital Finance for All

CMP Professors

November 30, 2016
To unpack what the digitization of finance means
for financial inclusion in developing countries,
Susan Lund, Partner at McKinsey Global Institute,
discussed the key findings of MGI's new flagship
report on how digital finance can power inclusive
growth in emerging economies. Lund addressed
three building blocks needed to capture the
opportunity of digital finance: digital infrastructure,
a dynamic business environment and the right
products. Following Lund's presentation, MI's
Jackson Mueller and OnDeck's Daniel Gorfine
engaged the Fellows in a discussion of the
regulatory implications behind digitization of
finance in U.S. markets.

Core courses in the Capital Markets Program are taught by a dedicated and distinguished group of George
Washington University School of Business Professors
Dr. Delquié specializes in
decision analysis, a discipline
to help individuals and
organizations make decisions
in situations involving risk,
uncertainty, and incomplete
information, and design resilient
strategies to balance reward
and risk.

Prior to joining GW in
2009, Delquié held faculty
positions at INSEAD France,
École Normale Supérieure
de Cachan, Paris, Duke
University’s Fuqua School of
Business, and the University of
Texas at Austin.

He has developed and taught
seminars for executives
in banking, finance,
communication, hospitality,
chemicals, life sciences and
pharmaceuticals, among
others. He teaches Quantitative
Thinking for Capital-Markets
Decision-Makers as part of our
Capital Markets Program.

A Note from the IFC-MI Fellows
The Fellows visit the U.S. Federal Reserve Board

Back row, from left to right: Madalitso Mandiwa, Malawi; Owen Mooka, Zambia; Walter Pacheco, Angola;
Michel-Edouard Wembandju Odimba, DRC; Veronica Nyamweya, Kenya; Eden Mabilana, Mozambique; Anta Taal,
Gambia; Wamilson Rangel, Angola; Davis Laporte, Seychelles; Eric Bundugu, Rwanda; Christopher Legilisho,
Kenya; Abenet Bekele, Ethiopia; Keneth Byayesu, Rwanda.
Front row, from left to right: David Ngirimana, Rwanda; Daniel Warutere, Kenya; Dr. Brahima Coulibaly, Chief
Economist for Emerging Markets, U.S. Federal Reserve Board; Stephen Birungi, Uganda; Immaculate Nakato,
Uganda.

“Malawi has heavily relied on external
consultants to analyze financial sector
issues that are affecting our country.
To lift our country out of poverty, the
significance of having a strong homegrown team with a good background
in capital-market development cannot
be substituted by anything. I am
excited to be building that team as
part of the IFC-MI Capital Markets
Program."
Madalitso Mandiwa

Chief Economist
Ministry of Finance of Malawi

Professor’s Note

“It was a privilege to work with such a distinguished group of participants in the Capital Markets Program.
Their engagement and hard work were inspiring; their unassuming and fresh attitudes were truly admirable
to me. They worked hard, did not miss a thing and all did very well! I wish them great success in their future
endeavors."
- Dr. Delquié, Associate Professor of Decision Sciences, GW School of Business

Technical Insights

Monthly Webinars: Financing Agriculture
and Global Food Security with the
Milken Institute
On December 7, MI’s Glenn Yago discussed the
latest innovations for financing agriculture and global
food security with the Fellows. Yago explored the
role of agritech in the agriculture value chain, and
how funds are sourced and used in the agricultural
development cycle. He investigated the wide range
of financial “push” and “pull” mechanisms that
donors and financiers can use to increase supply of
research & development to this sector. He finished
with an analysis of what project and capital structure
innovations are possible, in order to stimulate
agricultural innovation and move participation in
agricultural value chains from natural resource
discovery to products, services and ultimately
consumers. Yago covered environmental impact
bonds, venture capital with first-loss solutions, climate
smart guarantees, and many other “smarter financing”
approaches with important applicability for food
security in the IFC-MI Fellows’ home countries.

A Perspective on Portfolio Capital –
Precepts for Policymakers
Drawing on his diverse experiences first within the
Foreign Affairs Ministry of the Gambia, then as
emerging-market strategist on Wall Street, Omotunde
Mahoney shared with the IFC-MI Fellows his insights
from past and current investment transactions and
sovereign-advisory assignments in the frontier
markets of Sub-Saharan Africa. The December 8th
discussion enabled the Fellows to better visualize
the deployment of portfolio capital from the fund
manager's perspective, but also suggested a
context for thinking of such flows, evaluating their
possible costs and benefits, and deciding on the
appropriate regulatory treatment. The technical
and fast-paced discussion covered instructive case
studies in Angola, the Gambia, Botswana, Uganda,
Mozambique, Zambia and Nigeria.

Behind the Scenes of Global Investing:
Insights from UBS and Credit Suisse
How do large financial services institutions perceive
investment opportunities in emerging markets?
What process do they follow for investment
recommendations, what global fundamentals do they
take into account, and what technical considerations
go into their valuation of different investments?
On November 21, Jorge Mariscal shared his
perspective as Chief Investment Officer within UBS.
An interesting counterpoint followed on December
8, as Paul Tredigdo (Vice Chairman for Debt Capital
Markets at Credit Suisse) shared his personal global
journey in the world of investment banking and
debt capital markets across emerging economies.
Tredigdo analyzed how the way in which investment
bankers approach risk, regulation and reputation
has dramatically evolved over the last 20 years and
around the world.

Walter Pacheco

Execuive Director
Angolan Stock Exchange

“I am impressed by the speakers’ deep
knowledge of Africa, and the shared
understanding that the key to develop
the continent lies in the quality of its
human resources and not in its oil or
minerals. We are reaching a collective
conclusion that we must invest in the
current generation to shape a better
future.”

The Capital Markets Program looks to draw from a wide range of experts to
participate as speakers or to engage with Fellows through internships.
Applications for the next class of IFC-MI Fellows also open this fall. If you
or your organization is interested in becoming involved in this unique program,
please contact Carole Biau at cbiau@milkeninstitute.org or (202) 336-8942.

